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Erin: Hello and welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline, the 
place to learn about ALL things parenting and get your questions answered. I’m your 
host, Erin Royer. 

For those whose kids are of school age and just had a break, I hope everyone had a 
nice break, winter or summer, whatever the case may be! 

Today I’m going to talk about resolutions, parenting or otherwise, I’ll share some of my 
resolutions and talk about some common parenting resolutions and give some tips for 
getting started! 

Resolutions it's time to talk about resolutions! This year many of my resolutions are 
personal but I also have a few parenting resolutions and I’ll share both of these types. 
As far as personal resolutions, and honestly personal resolutions are parenting 
resolutions because any self-improvement is a gift to our children. For my personal 
resolutions this year I have signed up for a half Ironman distance race in May 
considered to be one of the most grueling there is. So my goal is really just to finish 
this race and finish it feeling strong. Another personal resolution is the stop 
procrastinating. I have become a master procrastinator in a master at getting distracted 
so no more that! I'm setting my goals and daily tasks and changing this terrible habit 
I'm getting distracted I'm going to set up a new habit of staying focused.  

As far as my parenting goals, I have two big goals this year. The first is to get and keep 
our kids involved in some type of organize physical activity. They have all quit swim 
team. We did some tennis and a little bit swim lessons last fall but then I let everything 
fall to the wayside and it's been about three months since they've been involved in any 
kind of sport so I got on it in December ask everybody what they wanted one of them 
wanted to do ice skating actually my youngest son my daughter who wanted to do 
gymnastics then decided that she wanted to do ice-skating as well so those two are 
doing ice skating the older one decided he wanted to do the volleyball team. Well 
volleyball doesn't start until the middle March so in the meantime he is now decided 
that he wants to do ice-skating as well so all three of her kids starter ice skating lessons 
after school today so I'm very excited to see them trying out this new sport. 

My second parenting resolution, is working on our kids' responsibilities. Since our kids 
are now in grade school one and third into an first I know that it's really time to start 



getting them in a really good habits for taking on personal responsibility and helping 
more around the house. Right now they all have to jobs as part of the family one is to 
clean the rooms once a week the other is to empty the dishwasher taking turns. Our 
oldest has been doing several jobs for pay for a little while now but it's time to make 
this more official and to add jobs for the other two. So as a party alluded to what we 
like to do is to have jobs they do simply as part of the family to teach the lesson that 
we all pitch in as part of the family. I also shared with him yesterday but as they age 
they will be taking on more of these jobs that are paid right now as part of the family. 
Then we also like to give it some paid jobs. This gives them several opportunities one 
is to make some money so that they can learn some money management skills, the 
second is a work ethic as it relates to the more you do the harder you work the more 
you can earn. To the way that we will set this up is to put a list of jobs onto a 
spreadsheet with and assigned value. When you complete the job you an initial it. At 
the end of the week we add up how much you earns and you get paid. However you 
also must have a clean room in order to get paid for your other jobs. I will let you know 
how this little system works for us. 

In addition one of my resolutions related to Your Village and some advice from some 
smart people, was to revive my Instagram account, so I have started doing that if you're 
on Instagram, if you're interested to follow my training and my life with the kids I would 
love for you to follow me you can either look me up by name Erin Royer Your Village or 
by my username IronMom2020, another reason I chose this way back when is that my 
goal is to complete another Ironman race in the year 2020. Once that comes and goes 
probably have to switch out that name. Maybe I'll be Iron Mom forever or something 
but anyway for now and for the foreseeable future my username is IronMom2020. 

So let's talk about some common parenting resolutions in the new year one of the 
biggest parenting resolutions is to become a healthier family, to teach our kids and 
work with our kids to have healthier habits for healthier life. And of course this was part 
of my goal and getting them into back into some sports. Of course there's two sides to 
this equation the healthy eating side and the physical fitness side. As far as the physical 
fitness side it's a good for kids to both work on physical skills and skill development as 
well as just getting out and moving. Like anything in life there is progression over the 
ages and studies have shown that kids that are pushed in sports too early tend to 
either burnout get injured or both now since this episode isn't an episode about 
competition and sports I don't want to take her time going to deep into that. But if 
you'd like to know more go back and check out the episode on kids and sports. 

When it comes to getting kids out and exercising just for fun there are lots of great 
things to do. Now we are extremely spoiled here in Southern California. Today it's 



raining and 55° and this is about as bad as it gets. So we need you bikes skateboards 
scooters basketball out of the street in the cul-de-sac, jumping on the trampoline pretty 
much all year long  if you aren't so lucky wintertime can be a bit tricky I grew up in 
Pennsylvania where winters came and pretty much stayed from December to March so I 
do remember getting bundled up in my snowsuits and getting out to play with my 
friends snowball fights building snowmen building little igloos we have those big 
snowstorms sledding finding a local hill and taking an inner tube or slag I'm Going up 
and down those hills is amazing exercise! So those are great options! it’s optimal for 
kids to be out doing this kind of exercise for at least an hour a day. But if you're just 
getting started this is all new for your kids take what you can get it so go out for 15 or 
20 minutes and throw some snowballs, build a snowman make of snow angels, shoot 
some hoops or Write a scooter bike take it! 

As far as healthy eating this is one of the biggest struggles. Now of course most of us 
parents have recommitted ourselves to eating healthier as well. And honestly what 
makes this the easiest and bring up the fewest bottles is to just make the food in the 
house is healthy as possible. We were having a big problem with our oldest getting 
into these chewy granola bars. These are fine in moderation I don't believe there's any 
such thing as an evil food. However he was unable to eat these in moderation. We 
would signs three and four rappers never mind the fact that they were in places where 
he should've been eating than to begin with like the family room or his bedroom but 
he was eating three and four of these other time. He was never choosing a fruit or 
vegetable as part of his snack and no matter where we hid them he would find them. 
So we just stopped buying them. And instead have made the kind bars the snack of 
choice because they're much lower in sugar so he doesn't get addicted and over eat. 

I’ll cover some more tips for raising healthy eaters along with another common 
parenting resolution and some tips for conquering it after a word from our new 
sponsor, Butcher Box! 

So for getting kids on board and making it easier make sure they have access two 
healthy choices cut up fruits and vegetables put them in containers and leave them in 
the refrigerator. If I have a container of fruit and refrigerator it's pretty much gone 
within a day or two. When it comes to vegetables my kids each have a few favorites so 
I make sure that those are available my oldest loves snap peas and carrots. Then if 
needed you can also have something for dipping things like hummus and salsa are 
really good but if but if needed even things like ranch Italian blue cheese dressing are 
great options for helping kids make fresh vegetables apart of their daily snack ritual. 
Also I have put up I hand out on the website for lots of the great healthy snack ideas 
that include simple things like veggies and dip two things that you can mix and match 



like turkey veggie wraps and yogurt with granola and more and you can find that on 
the site YourVillageOnline.com/Podcast/Resolutions.  

So what of the other biggest parenting resolutions I see is a commitment to peaceful 
parenting, a resolution to stop to minimize to reduce the yelling. So let's go over some 
tips for this now the first thing I'm going to say is that make sure you're taking care of 
yourself I know I talked about this and a lot of other episodes as a matter fact I have an 
entire class dedicated to this exact topic peaceful parenting part one I talk about taking 
care of yourself. This is so important because if you're too tired and too stressed out it 
just leaves us open for yelling we don't have the mindset available to patients available 
when we're stressed and we're burned out so if this is a struggle for you this should be 
a very first resolution to figure out how your going to take care of yourself get yourself 
feeling healthier get yourself feeling more energized get enough sleep at night 
whatever it is that you're falling short that's the place to start if you need some 
suggestions and some help some guidelines that class of useful parenting part one on 
the website you're Village online.com under either the discipline section of the modern 
parenting section covers eight different areas of self-care lots of ideas and some 
worksheets to get that under control. 

Knowing why peaceful parenting is so important can many times be enough to 
empower ourselves to dial down the reaction a few notches. 
It sets a positive example to kids for dealing with conflict and negative emotions,  
which builds “emotional intelligence.” 
Strengthens (rather than weakens) the relationships and therefore a parent’s influence 
builds respect and maintains respect of the child for the parent, also affecting parental 
influence. In the teenage years, when you kids are gaining freedom, this influence will 
be of the utmost importance. 
Anger and frustration are normal emotions. Showing them is normal and can be done 
in healthy ways. Kids need to learn healthy ways of dealing with difficult emotions. 
They learn from us. 
It’s normal to be angry in parenting. Kids benefit from seeing negative emotions – 
However it is important to keep your display of anger short, at moderate levels and 
have a resolution 
Short means returning to calm within a few minutes. If you are acting angry daily or 
dealing with chronic depression then children will check out. You lose the capacity to 
be the role model. 
Moderate means, showing some emotion, it;s ok to have some frustration in your 
voice. But screaming and yelling, shaming or name calling, any feeling of being out of 
control and your children will not feel safe. You want him to feel safe with you. You are 
their safe harbor in the world. You want to be the person they feel they can go to. So 
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you want to do whatever you can to protect this. If you are struggling with staying in 
moderation, there is are a couple of great workshops on peaceful parenting. Also the 
communication tools discusses how to communicate effectively without shaming or 
escalating conflict. Links to these can be found in the related workshops section just 
below this video. 
Resolution means reconnect after you share your anger, hurt or frustration. Apologize 
and explain. Explain that you were angry but that you are calm and that you still love 
your child, even when you are upset. 
Studies also show that parents who apologize or explain after a display of anger have 
children with emotional intelligence (bring book on raising emotionally intelligent kids) 
Knowing what to do in situations will greatly reduce frustration. Having a plan means 
you can move into action, rather than flailing around and grasping at something or 
throwing out empty threats and just hoping it will work. 
 Set realistic expectations by keeping in mind that the parent-child relationship is a very 
close, intimate one. We have a lot invested in our children, a lot of hope and 
expectations. We are also very busy and can just get stressed. So emotions are going 
to run high at times. This is all normal. 
Set a goal to commit to calm, as much as possible. Although it is normal to lose your 
cool from time to time, this should be goal to shoot for. Children need calm parents, 
especially in times of stress, like a death n the family, a move, divorce, illness, etc. They 
need someone in control. You are the one they are looking to for guidance and 
support. Sometimes being the adult sucks! It’s a tough job. But we need to be the rock 
for our kids. Find someone else you can fall apart with when you need to, a close 
friend, a family member, or your partner. 
Learn about and consider the realistic developmental expectations of the child. Most 
parents expect their children to be further along than they are, particularly emotionally. 
So learning some basics child development can be very helpful so that you are not 
continuing to lose your cool over behavior that is age-appropriate because you are 
expecting too much for your child’s age. We have a great development series in the 
library for this: Your developing toddler, preschooler, child and adolescent. 
 Learn about positive intent. I discuss this in the class, Focus on the positive. What this 
means is that kids are not doing a behavior to upset the parent. They are doing it to 
explore their world, to assert independence or for other reasons to get a need met. 
Look beyond the appearance to find the true meaning of the behavior. Understanding 
brings connections. 
Build a social network. Join moms club.  
Get proactive, especially with repeat behaviors. Make a list of behaviors you see 
repeated in your home that you want to fix. Is it clean up before dinner? getting ready 
for school on time? struggles at bedtime? If you are seeing repeated behaviors, then 
whatever you are currently doing is not working. So you need to change your behavior 



to change the outcome. In the class on peaceful parenting part II, there are lots of 
worksheets to work on these and other types of things. But you can simply write out 
the behavior, write what you currently are doing and then come up with better 
alternatives and commit to using those. So for a couple of examples. The first one is 
super simple but sometimes the answers are really simple! Baby keeps trying to go 
down the stairs in the morning while you get ready for work. Instead of constantly 
chasing baby away from the stairs, simply get a baby gate to put at the top of the 
stairs. Now not all our parenting issues are that simple. If you having issues with kids 
getting ready in the morning, come up with a list of options to address it, such as, 
move getting dressed first, before breakfast, meaning no breakfast until you are 
dressed, build in an extra 10 minutes for buffer/play as part of the morning routine. You 
can use a positive logical consequence of having 10 minutes of playtime with a favorite 
toy or game, if he gets dressed and eats breakfast in timely manner and/or getting 
more intentional with your directions. This means touching your child on the shoulder, 
making eye contact when you give an instruction. This let’s your child know you are 
serious and you expect her to follow through. Stay engaged until your child is actually 
doing the task. Do this for a few days and you then can back away from staying so 
engaged and on top of the activity. But yelling across the room five times is never 
effective, it just says, ignore me until I get really mad. It teaches kids to ignore us. So 
you can change that by becoming very intentional. 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, you can send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com. 
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